Student Residence Facilities

JGU is a residential university and provides on-campus housing for all its students. In keeping with the cultural dynamics of educational institutions in India, all residence halls are single gender accommodations. The residence provides accommodation for 2800 students, with generous en-suite bedrooms, common kitchens on every floor and common room. The building has been equipped with state-of-art teaching and IT facilities to ensure they meet your learning and professional development needs. To help you with your work of all of your study bedrooms have free access to the web, and all campus is Wi-Fi enabled. The accommodation is arranged in the housing to accommodate between 2, 3, 4 people. It has shared facilities including the bathroom (toilets, wash basins, shower and/or baths). All international students will be provided accommodation in the University residence.

The list of items provided for each student in each room in the Student Housing consists of:

Student housing consists of a Cot, a Mattress, Pillow, Study table, a Chair, Cupboard furniture, A/C, high-speed internet, house cleaning service, filtered water and electric utilities.

The items that you may wish to bring with yourself are:

Towel, Quilt/blanket, Additional Bedcover, if required, Stationary for your own use, Toiletries, A lockable suitcase for your own use, A soup bowl/a dinner plate/dish/glass/mug, some cutlery etc. for personal use, if required.

No student should stay away from his/her room during the night except with prior written permission of the Warden. Students are requested to avoid singing aloud, shouting or
making all types of noises that are likely to distract the attention of those who may be studying in their rooms or hostel libraries. Pets of all kinds are prohibited inside the hostel. Any damage caused to hostel property will be charged to the occupants of the room/block with a fine. Cooking in hostel rooms is not permitted.